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The operation began. The little white face outside the operating room is really angry. It's best if Dai 

Wengang dies. If he is saved, according to Dai Wengang's temper and means, he will be disabled if he 

doesn't die. Who is the kind-hearted Lord with a fortune of more than 100 million? 

 

At least he is also a vice president of an enterprise with more than 100 million assets. He should not 

know too few leaders. Although it was night, he didn't care. The municipal Party committee and the 

municipal government could talk anyway. He called all over. 

 

Serious leaders won't care about your shit. It's still the world of the party and the hospital led by the 

party. No matter how bold doctors are, they don't dare to take their lives. If there's a problem with this 

kind of operation, you're giving gifts to other doctors. Doctors can't do it. Who will joke with your 

career! 

 

 

Although he is a vice president, he is still a vice president, and his voice is not enough. The Secretary of 

the big leader directly ignores him. There was no way. Finally, I went to the home of a deputy director of 

the health bureau and said, "500000, stop the operation. Even if you remove your director in the future, 

you can earn it. You will retire next year. Come on! I'll give you five minutes to think about it. " 

 

"Ten million!" 

 

"The face is really big. One million last time, go or not!" The ferocious little white face made the deputy 

director a little afraid! I thought about it and didn't open my mouth to bargain again! 

 

"OK! But you have to pay first. " 

 

"I'll give you 100000 first! I'll write you another IOU. Come on! There's no time! " The agreement was 

reached, and the retiring deputy director became a little white faced knife and axe for his dream! 

 

The deputy director called Ouyang first. When Ouyang knew about the matter, she said she would go to 

the hospital immediately. In fact, Ouyang didn't take the deputy director's words to heart. The health 

bureau only has a regulatory role and can't interfere with the hospital in business. Moreover, Ouyang's 

level is higher than him. 

 

 

Ouyang is busy watching TV dramas! I called the chief on duty, asked the reason, and turned off the 

ordinary phone! The level is too low. Ouyang doesn't wear his eyes. The patient is a billionaire. Ouyang 

doesn't care at all as long as the hospital operation is not illegal and treated according to normal 

procedures. 



 

 

After waiting for a long time, Ouyang didn't hear from him. Then dial to turn it off ~! The deputy director 

had no choice but to go to the hospital shirtless. Just make a noise and you'll get 100000. It's worth it. 

Although I can't get a million, I can earn 100000 yuan for no reason. And nothing can happen. Who 

knows that he is the deputy director of the hospital! And even if investigated, his deputy director will be 

removed at most. Anyway, he is about to retire! He has already thought about it. He doesn't expect a 

million. Anyway, 100000 has been put in his bag! 

 

 

"Who is in charge here? Call it out!" Standing at the door of the operating room, the deputy director and 

little white face are like clowns! The deputy director of the operating room will not break in if he kills 

him. He has already thought about it. The most is to shout twice at the door. It's best if no one pays 

attention! To break into the operating room, dream! 

 

Little white face is still looking forward to the failure of the operation. The deputy director can stop the 

operation! He wants to be simple. Can he stop after the operation starts? Unless the surgery building 

collapses! Moreover, he also wanted to simplify the deputy director. This kind of old official oil playing 

with him is like playing with a three-year-old child. Although the deputy director is aggressive, he is 

actually unwilling to go any further! 

 

 

There are no doctors and nurses at the door of the hospital operating room. They are all busy in the 

operating room. There are all family members outside. Many patient's family members looked at these 

two rash guys, and their hearts were filled with fire. There were still relatives doing surgery and giving 

birth. What if such a loud voice interfered with the doctors inside! 

 

"What's the noise! Get out of here, you hear me? " A family member stood up! Then more family 

members stood up, "is this your noisy place? Go! " 

 

 

Families don't worry about who you are“ If you don't go, I'll flash you! " 

 

Northwest men, it's common to meet people who don't agree with each other. Don't say slap in the face 

~! 

 

"Go! Go! Let's go now! " The deputy director hurriedly said that there were too many families at the 

door of the operation. If a second Leng came up to beat him, he would do it! 

 

In the corridor outside the operating room, "return the money to me. You can't even fart. Return it to 

the director!" Little white face also saw that the old thing was playing with him! 

 

"How can you swear! As you can see, I also called, and I came to the hospital. It's not that I don't help 



you. You and I are both deputies. Even if you are a boss, you are also a worker. People don't bird you! I 

think it's OK! " 

 

"Pay me back!" 

 

"Why don't you keep your word! I did what you said. It doesn't matter whether I succeed or not. It's 

impossible to return the money. Did I make trouble in vain? " 

 

"Grass! You old dog! " 

 

"Son of a bitch!" 

 

The two are fighting! An old man is frail and a limb is not diligent. Even fighting is pinching his neck and 

grasping his hair, just like a woman at the corner of the street! 

 

There is no need to dissuade them. Ten minutes later, they let go at the same time. They are panting like 

summer dogs and can't move! Little white face gasped and said, "you wait!" 

 

The deputy director is not worried at all! Sitting on the ground, he said, "grandson, your grandpa, I'm 

waiting for you, you licking hook!" Looking at the little white face leaving, the deputy director was very 

proud. He had a fight and got 100000 in vain! 

 

In the operating room, Zhang Fan, Liu Zhaoyun and Xia Huadong carried out the operation nervously. Liu 

Zhaoyun helps Zhang Fan open his head, and Xia Huadong stands aside with an attractor. He looked at 

the operation combination and felt a cold sweat in his heart, "he is the main knife! He's the main knife! 

He is the master of this kind of operation! " What I wanted to say didn't come out! 

 

"Middle artery bleeding!" Zhang Fan spoke for the first time after entering the brain. This means that a 

careless injured person may be on the table today! 

 

"Do it!" Liu Zhaoyun's heart is also heavy, but his tone is very calm! Although Xia Guodong graduated as 

a graduate student, he still didn't have many operations, but he was deeply impressed by this operation. 

His tutor killed the patient on the operating table because of the middle artery bleeding, and his family 

was unwilling to let go! 

 

"Sign it all!" Although it's not appropriate to say this at this moment, he still said it, which means a 

person's conscience! For the conscience of colleagues, not all colleagues are looking forward to each 

other's accident! 

 

"Sign it!" 

 

Zhang Fan slowly looks for the spinous hole from the concave bottom of the skull. This craniocerebral 

operation is not an appendectomy for general surgery. If you can't find the appendix, you can dial it 

around in your stomach, but not in the brain. You have to be careful and be careful. If you accidentally 



hurt an unknown area, the patient will have sequelae or never wake up! 

 

Zhang Fan's back has been soaked through the operating suit. How thick is the operating suit? You can 

think of your thick curtains in winter. It's too dangerous! Xia Huadong, as a second assistant, sweat drips 

from the back of his head! Because he understands the operation, knows what Zhang Fan wants to do, 

and knows the results that will appear if he is not careful ~! 

 

Outside the operation, little white face saw his sister and his parents“ Sister! " In this case, we can only 

win over our sister first. Dai Wengang's wife looked at her brother like a wolf. When Xiaobai came 

forward, she never blushed with her brother and slapped him in the face! 

"Dr. Zhang, there is a patient in the emergency department for you to consult. Hurry up!" The nurse in 

the nurse station shouted loudly. After Ouyang came to the stage, he made great efforts to regulate the 

consultation. The emergency must be under the condition of seriously affecting life. Regardless of the 

distance between departments, he must arrive in three minutes. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan listened, he quickly got up and ran with the listener. The surgical building has a 

special doctor elevator and surgical elevator, which can only be used by swiping a card, and the surgical 

building is about 200 meters away from the emergency department. Out of the elevator door, Zhang 

Fan ran quickly. The white coat made a noise as Zhang Fan ran. 

 

In the emergency department, many people surrounded the door of the emergency room“ Get out of 

the way! " They took the glass on the door and looked at the emergency room. Zhang Fan was worried 

and shouted. The crowd looked back at a doctor and hurried out of the way. 

 

 

Xiao Wang, a doctor in the emergency department, saw that it was Zhang Fan. He hurriedly handed the 

patient's CT to Zhang Fan and quickly introduced his condition. "When he came, he was in a coma. CT 

showed intracerebral hemorrhage. He had been in a coma for almost half an hour." 

 

 

When Zhang Fan looked at the CT, he was "plop!", The situation is serious“ Fast, 20% mannitol 

intravenous rapid infusion 250ml, input within 15 minutes. Furosemide 60mg static push. " The moment 

Zhang Fan came in, he had taken over the emergency room. His words were orders, and the nurses in 

the emergency room began to act separately“ What about the family? " 

 

"Outside." Xiao Wang said quickly. 

 

"Oxygen, excessive oxygen." After Zhang Fan said another word to Xiao Wang, he went out of the 

emergency room. He was very anxious. There was too much bleeding in the patient, and brain hernia 

could occur at any time. Once brain hernia occurred, the consequences were too terrible, and there was 

almost no possibility of rescue. 

 

There is no brain hernia yet, but Zhang fan can't guarantee that brain hernia won't appear. Maybe it will 



appear soon! Therefore, craniotomy must be performed for decompression. Time waits for no man. His 

life is decided in a few minutes. 

 

 

"Family members, now the patient must operate immediately, and the immediate family members are 

ready to sign." Zhang Fan stood at the door and spoke very fast. 

 

"No! We're going to the bird market, not here! If you operate here, my brother-in-law will die. " A man 

in his thirties loudly stopped. 

 

 

Zhang Fan was surprised! In this case, not to mention the bird market, even the urban area may not be 

able to get out. 

 

What happened? It turned out that the patient was a boss, Dai Wengang, a real estate boss with assets 

of more than 100 million, from Sujiang. When I was ten years old, I followed the people in the village to 

travel to the frontier. I had suffered a lot and suffered a lot of crimes. By decorating people, my business 

became bigger and bigger step by step. 

 

 

Now he and Li Xiao have business contacts. He is a top businessman in the tea vegetable market. He is in 

his forties and can be said to be a capable person. I made a lot of money and had a lot of physical 

problems, including hypertension, hyperlipidemia and hyperglycemia. Because it was the hair's home in 

the frontier, I found a beautiful wife in the frontier by the way. 

 

He got married late and his children are still in primary school. In recent years, my body has become 

more and more powerless, so I pulled my hometown brother and wife's brother into the company as 

vice president. 

 

 

Although his brother is close, he can't resist the pillow wind. Slowly, his brother-in-law has more and 

more power in the company, and he always slanders Dai Wengang's brother in front of Dai Wengang. I 

keep talking. Dai Wengang has laid such a family business with bare hands and fists. How can he not 

know the fishiness in it. It's just that his brother suffered from illiteracy, so sometimes Dai Wengang had 

to rely on his brother-in-law. 

 

 

Dai Wengang's wife is the boss of the family. Since she married Dai Wengang, their family life has been 

improved several grades immediately. Her parents have nagged her many times, which means to take 

care of her brother more. 

 

During the day, Dai Wengang drank a lot of wine with some responsible people for a very important 



project, and then went to one-stop service. When I got home, I felt headache, nausea and discomfort. 

He thought his blood pressure was high and went to bed after taking antihypertensive drugs. 

 

His wife is a full-time wife. After arranging the children, she went back to the bedroom. As a result, after 

entering the bedroom, I found that my husband snored and smelled of wine. Although Dai Wengang 

snores at ordinary times, he doesn't have such a loud voice today. 

 

"Come and change a pillow. This may be a little high." She said to Dai Wengang, ready to reach for the 

pillow, but when she touched it, she found that Dai Wengang had vomited. She quickly turned on the 

light and saw that the situation was wrong, "old Dai! Old Dai! " Dai Wengang didn't respond at all and 

snored louder. 

 

Her wife called 120 crying and shouting, and arranged for the nanny to call relatives and friends quickly. 

In Dai Wengang's company, his brother is a school and his brother-in-law is a school. No one can help 

anyone, but his brother's school is from his hometown and has little culture, so it has a little advantage. 

 

When Dai Wengang's brother-in-law saw his brother-in-law's situation, he called the doctor he knew. 

Just now. 

 

Although Dai Wengang's brother's culture is not high, he knows people. My brother's brother-in-law is 

too inhuman. He often does things that enrich his own pockets and likes to make trouble about right 

and wrong. If it hadn't been for his brother's private advice, he would have cleaned up the boy who is 

not a thing. 

 

"Shut up, you are something. Do you have a voice here? " After scolding, Dai Wengang's brother said to 

Zhang Fan, "doctor, what you need to do, hurry up and be sure to save my brother." He looks anxious! 

He pressed down his anger. 

 

"Sister! Sister, what's the use of crying? Talk quickly. How can the hospital here do this kind of head 

surgery? Let's hurry up and use the company's business car to make my brother-in-law lie flat and hurry 

to the big hospital in bird city. Surgery here must kill my brother-in-law! " Little white face shouted 

anxiously to his sister. 

 

Dai Wengang's brother is really worried. Although his brother is lying inside, if his brother-in-law really 

doesn't agree with the operation, the hospital will not operate on his brother. 

 

"Brother and sister! There lies your husband, your child's father and your brother. You should know 

what he is. He just wants to embezzle your property. You must not believe his words. If your husband 

really dies, your brother of the white eyed wolf will really sweep your orphan and widowed mother out. 

" 

 

"Sister! Sister! I will never! You believe me! I swear to God, if there are two hearts, the sky will break! I'll 

call my parents now. If you don't believe me, I can't help but believe my parents. " The handsome face 

of little white face is a little ferocious. 



 

Wealth moves people! Working for my brother-in-law and being the master of my own family are two 

concepts! What has the final say is that if brother Wen Gang dies, his sister is a housewife. His nephew is 

a child who knows nothing. Dai Wengang's brother is illiterate, and hundreds of millions of family wealth 

is what he said. 

 

Now as long as you convince your sister, you will succeed. Because the doctor he knew had said that it 

was best to operate immediately without delay. 

 

"Sister in law, I beg you. As long as you promise to have an operation, I'll leave immediately and never 

be in the company again. I have such a brother, please! " The man shed tears. 

 

Dai Wengang's wife is a housewife. In addition to being beautiful, Dai Wengang has never encountered 

anything big. No matter how tired, bitter and difficult he is outside, Dai Wengang has never told his wife 

and children at home. 

 

Over the years, his wife has been taken care of and lost her understanding of society and her ability to 

deal with things! Now her brain is blank! What to do? She was completely desperate. She didn't know 

how to choose. Her brother was right and her eldest brother was right! What should I do! 

 

"Mom and Dad, come to the city hospital. My brother-in-law is seriously ill and wants to go to the bird 

market for surgery. Come and look at my sister!" Little white face called in his spare time. 

 

Zhang Fan probably knows what the situation is. If it wasn't for the patient who couldn't delay, he really 

wanted to sit aside and have a look. This kind of fighting in a luxury house has never been heard of! 

 

There's no time now. It doesn't matter. The person lying inside is his patient. Whether he is a billionaire 

or a civilian, he is Zhang Fan's patient. At this time, Zhang Fan made a noise, "you are quiet. This is the 

hospital, not your living room. Keep your voice down and talk loudly. I asked the security guard to drive 

you out." The tone was very harsh. 

 

Then he shouted to the woman sitting on the ground, "come on, whether to have an operation or not. If 

you don't have an operation, your man will die and ask for a son!" Zhang Fan deliberately said loudly to 

the woman with a frontier accent. This is to remind the woman to subconsciously choose surgery. No 

way, Zhang Fan is for the patient! 

 

"Do it! Do it now! Please, doctor. We must rescue them. I can't live if he's dead. " Zhang Fan's loud and 

rude language stimulated women. She suddenly, as if she had just woke up, pulled Zhang Fan's white 

coat and cried. 

 

Zhang Fan ignored everything else and heard the word "do!", Zhang Fan turned to the emergency doctor 

and said, "go to the operation immediately. You can sign it! Remember to double sign, the wife and the 

patient's brother sign! " Zhang Fan has a heart! 

 



The patient was pushed into the special elevator for surgery, and Xiao Bailian angrily pulled Zhang Fan 

away“ You don't care about human life! Can you afford the responsibility? I'll go to your Dean, I'll 

complain to you, and I'll sue your broken man ~ ~ " 

 

Before he finished, he was knocked over by Dai Wengang's brother, "you beast, don't deserve this 

human skin!" Then he shouted to Zhang Fan's back, "doctor, please! I must rescue my brother 

successfully. I kowtow to you! " 

 

Gradually closing the elevator, Zhang Fan saw the man with tears on his face and kneeling! There is no 

time to delay. Zhang Fan tries his best to be calm as water. As early as after seeing CT in the emergency 

department, Zhang Fan asked the nurse of the emergency department to inform Liu Zhaoyun, deputy 

director! 

 

In the operating room, the nurses are ready and the anesthesiologist is on standby, "anesthesia!" 

 

"Doctor Zhang, do you do it alone?" Asked the anesthesiologist. 

 

"You anesthetize first, and the people from our department will come later. Come on, there's not much 

time. It's troublesome to have a brain hernia. " 

 

Liu Zhaoyun and Xia Huadong entered the operating room one after another. Zhang Fan has started 

disinfection, "trouble!" Before Liu Zhaoyun spoke, Xia Guodong said to himself. He was right. He still had 

the eyesight of a three-year graduate student. 

 

Liu Zhaoyun gave him a white look, "don't you do it? Brush your hands! " 

 

On the operating table, Liu Zhaoyun said to Zhang Fan, "my main knife? You are still young! " This 

operation is too dangerous. Maybe the patient can't be rescued. The director outside the brain is full of 

praise to Zhang Fan. Liu Zhaoyun was also present for what happened that night! He doesn't look down 

on Zhang Fan's level, but a kind of protection! The old bird's last protection before taking off! 

 

"Thank you, director. I'll do it! I saw the patient's CT a little earlier than you, and I had a little more time 

to prepare than you! " Zhang Fan's speech is very euphemistic, so euphemistic that everyone can hear it. 

This is an excuse! Zhang Fan is too independent on the operating table. He will never give up the surgery 

he is determined to do to others. This is also the temperament of a master surgeon! not pass on to 

others what one is called upon to do! 

 


